
EVERY ENTREPRENEUR’S  

must have  
By: Angela Proffitt

 
 SIMPLE EVERYDAY APPS TO MAINTAIN A PAPERLESS OFFICE

BE MORE PRODUCTIVE & PROFITABLE IN YOUR BUSINESS 

CREATE MORE TIME FOR YOURSELF EACH DAY
3 TOP TAKEAWAYS

APPS 
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THIS BOOK CONTAINS INFO THAT MAY: 
 
 
GUIDE YOU TO  BECOMING MORE PRODUCTIVE  

START IMPLEMENTING A PAPERLESS OFFICE 1 DAY AT A TIME 
 
CHOOSE APPS THAT SYNC WITH ITUNES

A FEW TIPS FOR APPS: 

SOME APPS ARE SPECIFIC TO IPHONE  
 
CHOOSE APPS THAT SYNC WITH ITUNES

CHOOSE APPS THAT BACKUP WITH ICLOUD, DROPBOX, ETC

READY TO SHUT OUT THE DISTRACTIONS IN YOUR BUSINESS
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Copyright 2020 Angela Proffitt, LLC

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or 
by any means,  
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information stor-
age and retrieval system without written permission of the publisher, except for the inclu-
sion of brief quotations in a review.

The purpose of this book is to educate. The author or publisher does not guarantee that 
anyone following the techniques, suggestions, tips, ideas, or strategies will become suc-
cessful. The author and publisher should have  
neither liability nor responsibility to anyone with respect to any loss or damage caused, or 
alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly by the information contained in this book.

The information contained in this book is proprietary knowledge of Angela Proffitt, LLC.

 
ANGELA PROFFITT, LLC 
423A 35th Ave N 
Nashville, TN 37209 
 
Connect@AngelaProffitt.com 
www.AngelaProffitt.com

Photo credit:  Details Nashville 
 
Affiliate Links: We do promote several softwares throughout this book.  These are soft-
wares I personally use on a daily basis that help me run my businesses.  

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

http://www.AngelaProffitt.com
http://www.AngelaProffitt.com
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apple products 
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iCAL

It’s ahead of its time!  Keep track of your busy schedule and share it with    
others using Calendar. 

Create separate calendars — one for home, another for school, a third for 
work, and so on. See all your calendars in a single  window or choose to see 
only the calendars you want. 

The inspector not only lets you add a location to your event, it also helps you 
out by suggesting locations as you type, then  provides a map and a weather 
forecast. 

Calendar also works with iCloud, Yahoo, and Google. And when you use 
iCloud, every Calendar change you make on your Mac automatically appears 
on your iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch. So no dinner dates are missed, no 
meeting goes unattended, and no anniversary is forgotten. 
 
Tip: Use color coding for work, life, balance!

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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NOTES

Keep track of all your notes in one place and back them up in iCloud.

Using Notes, you can create a note and add an image or a file to it by      
drag-and-dropping, you can delete notes, and you can share notes via email 
or messaging.

Notes really works quite well and is all you need if you want is a simple,   
built-in solution for synchronizing notes among all your devices as well as 
some rudimentary storage and organization features.

Instead of reaching for a post-it note and pen, think about using your notes 
app.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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REMINDERS

Use Reminders to organize your life in to-do lists, complete with due dates 
and locations.

Share list with co-workers, friend and family members.

When driving, be sure to use Siri as you speak your reminders into the 
phone.

If you need to be reminded of something when you leave a   location, use 
this app to remind you-be sure to have your location services turned on.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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iCLOUD

iCloud connects you and your Apple devices in amazing ways. It makes sure 
you always have the latest versions of your most important things — like 
documents, apps, notes, and contacts — on whatever device you are using.

It lets you easily share photos, calendars, locations, and more with friends 
and family. It even helps you find your device if you lose it. And iCloud does it 
all automatically. Just like that.

iCloud is easy to set up:

Whether you’re on an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, or PC, getting started 
with iCloud is simple. For new Apple devices, there’s a setup assistant built 
right in. And for everything else, setup takes just a few quick steps.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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work flow 
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TODOIST

Todoist helps millions of people around the world capture their ideas, things 
to do and places to see. Free up your mental space.  Regain clarify and     
calmness by getting all those tasks out of your head.  

Whether you’re sharing a grocery list with a loved one, working on a project, 
or planning a vacation, Todoist makes it easy to share your lists and               
collaborate with everyone in your life. Todoist instantly syncs between your 
phone, tablet and computer, so you can access your lists from anywhere.

Todoist has helped brands such as Amazon, Facebook, WeWork, Disney and 
so many more.  

Tip:  Always give a deadline 
 
Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://doist.grsm.io/angelaproffitt1021
https://doist.grsm.io/angelaproffitt1021
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DROPBOX

Dropbox lets you bring all your photos, docs, and videos anywhere and share 
them easily. Access any file you save to your Dropbox from all your             
computers, iPhone, iPad, and the web. With Dropbox you’ll always have your 
important memories and work with you.

Features: 
• Access all your photos, docs, and videos from any device. 
• 2 GB of space when you sign up — free! 
• Share a link to even your biggest files — no more attachments! 
• Add files to your “Favorites” for fast, offline viewing.

And if something happens to your iPhone or iPad, your stuff is always safe in 
Dropbox!

Sharing dropbox with clients and vendors has been a life saver! We do not 
edit documents in dropbox, only use it for quotes, pics, etc.  
 
Deal Alert:  For FREE space, use my affiliate link: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://www.dropbox.com/referrals/NTEwNjkzOTEzOQ?src=global9
https://www.dropbox.com/referrals/NTEwNjkzOTEzOQ?src=global9
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GOOGLE DRIVE
 
Google Drive offers users 15 gigabytes of free storage through Google One. 
Google One also offers 100 gigabytes, 200 gigabytes, 2 terabytes, 10 terabytes, 
20 terabytes, and 30 terabytes offered through optional paid plans.

Users can change privacy settings for individual files and folders, including 
enabling sharing with other users or making content public.

Google Drive is a key component of Google Workspace, Google's monthly 
subscription offering for businesses and organizations. As part of select     
Google Workspace plans, Drive offers unlimited storage, advanced file audit 
reporting, enhanced administration controls, and greater collaboration tools 
for teams.

As of March 2017, Google Drive had 800 million active users, and as of         
September 2015 it had over one million organizational paying users. As of 
May 2017, there were over two trillion files stored on the service.

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/google
https://angelaproffitt.com/google
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1PASSWORD

YOUR LIFE, SECURED BY 1PASSWORD

Have you ever forgotten a password? Do you reuse passwords?  
 
1Password creates strong, unique passwords for every site, remembers them 
all for you, and logs you in with a single tap.  
 
• Store your logins, credit cards, identities, and secure notes 
• Log in to websites without having to remember any of your passwords 
• Fill credit cards and identities without typing 
• Quickly access your most used items using favorites  
• Powerful search to find what you need fast

This is the best money I have ever paid for an app!

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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HELLO SIGN

Get documents signed. Easily. Securely. Anywhere.

HelloSign for iPhone and iPad lets you e-sign documents, send documents 
to others for signature, track your documents, and get e-signatures instantly 
with in-person  signing. It even lets you work offline and syncs automatically 
when you’re back online. 
 
Conduct business transactions on the go. This helps you eliminate tedious  
paperwork, close business faster, and streamline business processes. 

HelloSign is the electronic signature solution you can trust, from the global 
leader in secure digital documents for many years. It’s used by Fortune 1000 
companies, healthcare organizations, and financial institutions to accelerate 
critical business processes in Sales, HR, Legal, and Operations. 

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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business tools 
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INFUSION SOFT / KEAP

Squeezing a few more minutes out of each workday means finding time     
between waiting in line and riding the elevator between floors. Take your 
work on the road and make those extra minutes matter. Stay on top of sales 
and marketing with ease by adding tags to trigger actions and campaigns        
automatically.

With the ability to easily call, email, text or even map directions to contacts 
directly from Infusionsoft Mobile, make progress and get stuff done even    
after you leave the office. With Infusionsoft Mobile, all of your contacts, notes 
and tags are in one place. So when you return to the office, all your work is 
still in one place to help keep you organized and save time. 
 
Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/keap
https://angelaproffitt.com/keap
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LEADPAGES

Discover why Leadpages tech support is #1 in the industry. The easiest, most 
effective way to sell your services online: build code-free websites,            
high-converting landing pages, pop-ups, alert bars, and beyond.

Forget plugins, developer drama, and technical traps— Leadpages makes it 
easy to connect with an audience, collect leads, and close sales.

 - Create code-free websites & landing pages

 - Choose from 200+ high-converting templates

 - Connect Leadpages to your email account, CRM, and more

 - Boost conversion with AB tests and real-time guidance

 - Enjoy unlimited page publishing, leads, and traffic

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/leadpages
https://angelaproffitt.com/leadpages
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KAJABI 

Kajabi’s industry-leading all-in-one platform makes it simple to create a     
successful business online.

Empower entrepreneurs, experts, and influencers who are serious about 
their business to achieve success online.

Since launching in 2010, Kajabi has empowered over 50,000 Kajabi users in 
120 countries to serve 60 million students and make over $1.5 billion in sales.

By putting all the pieces of a successful business in one convenient platform, 
Kajabi lets entrepreneurs, experts and  influencers (like you) get started and 
grow faster. As Kajabi  co-founder and CEO Kenny Rueter explains, “Kajabi 
helps serious business owners get unstuck and just keep going.”

Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

http://angelaproffitt.com/kajabi
http://angelaproffitt.com/kajabi
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growth tools 
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AUDIBLE

Audible is the leading creator and provider of original spoken-word               
entertainment and audiobooks, offering customers a rich destination for     
insight and inspiration to enhance their daily lives.

In pursuit of the idea that technology can transform a culture, Audible        
created the first mobile audio player in 1997, four years before the iPod was 
introduced. Audible’s consistent focus on technological innovation and        
superior programming has earned the company many millions of                  
habituated subscribers. Our innovations include Whispersync for Voice, 
which enables book lovers to switch seamlessly between reading and           
listening without losing their place.

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/audible
https://angelaproffitt.com/audible
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BOMBBOMB

We know that you are better in person. Yet, most business communication 
happens through faceless, text-only email. With BombBomb, you can          
re-humanize your communication by getting face to face through video 
within the tools you already use.

And it’s scalable to work for the individual user, or your entire team. More 
than 40 thousand business professionals in all kinds of industries have used 
BombBomb Video to re-humanize their communication.

BombBomb makes it easy to record, send, and track videos, allowing you to 
be “in person” with those who matter most to your business at any given 
time.

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/bombbomb
https://angelaproffitt.com/bombbomb
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KRISP

World’s Best Innovative Noise Cancellation Technology Powered by Deep   
Neural Network

Krisp adds an additional layer between your physical microphone/speaker 
and conferencing apps, which doesn’t let any noise pass through. All audio 
processing happens directly on your laptop. We don’t store or send any of 
your voice data to the servers.

Krisp to enable people to work from anywhere

The world is shifting. Remote work is revolutionizing how we work and      
connect with our colleagues. Krisp brings freedom and flexibility to people 
and empowers them to be more productive and Professional when working 
remotely.

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://krisp.ai/?ref=angelaproffitt1
https://krisp.ai/?ref=angelaproffitt1
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CARBONITE

With this app Carbonite customers can access their backed up files anytime, 
anywhere. Simply browse through your backed up files or locate a specific 
file using the advanced search feature, directly on your iPhone, iPod touch  
or iPad. You can also view photos and listen to music included in your 
backup straight through the app. 
 
With Carbonite Mobile, your files are always at your fingertips.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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social tools 
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LINKTRACKR

Real-time conversion data for every sale or lead in your funnel. Track your    
entire sales funnel. LinkTrackr’s main objective is to help you track every sale, 
every lead in your funnel to the origin click. 

Track Source, Medium & Campaign: easily identify the source of your          
conversion by creating campaigns to track banner ads, solo email ads, links 
on your website, and much more.

Intelligent Conversion Rules: our system helps you avoid duplicate               
conversions with intelligent conversion tracking. You can easily modify the 
conversion tracking rules to suit your promotions.

ROI & Profitability Reports: when conversions happen, our reports show you 
how much you’ve spent to get that conversion, your profitability, ROI and 
other critical metrics.

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/linktrackr
https://angelaproffitt.com/linktrackr
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PIKTOCHART

Your all-in-one visual communication solution. Easily create reports,           
presentations, infographics, social media graphics, and prints. You can turn 
any text-heavy content into a visual story that sticks with Piktochart’s           
collaborative design platform.

Collaborate with your team: bring your team members into one single         
location. 

Create professional content with templates: choose from a library of             
infographic, presentation, report, social media graphic, and print templates 
designed by visual communication experts. 

Visualize your data with charts and maps: tell impactful data-driven stories 
using fully customizable interactive charts and maps. Import your numbers, 
pick a graph or map, and adapt it to your needs.

Put a personal stamp on it: upload your own images or choose from a large 
library of high-resolution photos, beautiful illustrations, and icons. 

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/vlogeasy
https://angelaproffitt.com/vlogeasy
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SPARKOL

Sparkol was founded back in 2008 to provide an engaging way to present 
and share ideas quickly and easily, regardless of budget, design skills,         
geographical location or complexity of topic. 

 - Delivering a great experience 
 - Giving you intuitive, easy-to-use tools with the depth to achieve  
   precisely what you want 
 - Empowering you to present, deliver and create content with extra 
   pizazz 
   - Being simple and stylish in every way

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

https://angelaproffitt.com/sparkol
https://angelaproffitt.com/sparkol
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99DESIGNS

99designs, the global creative platform that makes it easy for clients and     
designers to work together online. Since 2008, our freelance community has 
brought more than one million creative projects to life for thousands of     
genius entrepreneurs, savvy business owners, and brands with big ideas.

People are the heart of 99designs. Our mission is to champion creativity and 
create opportunities for people all over the world – wherever they are and 
however they want to work.

 
Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

https://angelaproffitt.com/99designs
https://angelaproffitt.com/99designs
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VLOGEASY

Editing videos can be intimidating but with VlogEasy, it’s as simple as tap, 
drag and drop. Trim, duplicate, re-arrange, crop, delete, remake, everything 
you want to do at your fingertips.

Focus on the message you want to create. Record your video in one-take and 
let the app do all the heavy lifting as it auto edits all the dead space from 
your video.

All your videos are safely and securely stored on the Cloud. Easily access 
them from any device with VlogEasy. Select from a range of aspect ratios: 
Vertical, Horizontal, Square or 4:3 and share videos to platforms such as   
Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and more!

Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/vlogeasy
https://angelaproffitt.com/vlogeasy
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PLANNTHAT

Instagram is the fastest growing social media platform, with the best organic 
reach and is the most visual platform in the world – and we’re sharing         
everything we know with you in the most visual way possible. 

Plann is a complete Instagram scheduling, analytics and strategy suite that 
is visually focused, just like Instagram to ensure your absolute success on    
social media. Teamed with a beautifully simple drag and drop workspace, 
you'll be able to create your own uniquely branded Instagram feed too.

We’ll help you measure the results of your posts, your stories, track your    
website click-throughs, and even show you your best performing colour     
palettes to keep you focussed on your growth.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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TRANSCRIBE

Transcribe is your own Personal Assistant for transcribing videos and voice 
memos into text. Leveraging almost-instant Artificial Intelligence                
technologies, Transcribe provides quality, readable transcriptions with just a 
tap of a button

 TOP FEATURES:

- Transcribe any video or voice memo automatically

- Supports 120+ languages and dialects

- Import files from other apps and DropBox

- Export raw text into your favorite text editing app

- And of course… No ads!

.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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SMUGMUG

Keep your photos with you, online and off. Upload all your photos and videos 
where they’ll be safe and secure.  
 
• Browse SmugMug folders and galleries 
• Upload unlimited photos and videos 
• Save galleries for offline viewing 
• Mark galleries as favorites for easy, instant access 
• Share photos and videos via SMS, email, Twitter, and Facebook 
• Follow other SmugMug users

Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/smugmug
https://angelaproffitt.com/smugmug
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WAVVE

Wavve is a technology company providing solutions to digital audio creators 
to better share, promote, & market content.

Audio is your new secret social media weapon

Wavve gives you the power to leverage audio content to create social videos 
that drive more reach & engagement around your brand & content. Great for 
promoting episodes, highlighting guests, and sharing show clips.

 
Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/wavve
https://angelaproffitt.com/wavve
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VIMEO

Vimeo is the home for your videos. It makes them look great, easy to share, 
and simple to save. 
 
Upload videos to Vimeo right from your Camera Roll and share them with 
friends. Then feast your eyeballs on gorgeous HD playback with no ads        
before, after, or on top of your videos. In your feed you’ll find a handful of 
amazing Staff Picks curated by our team every day, plus videos by your 
friends, family, and other cool people around the world. 
 
And if you like to watch while you’re on the move, maybe on train or plane, 
you can check out videos in your Watch Later queue without an Internet  
connection. Because there’s more to life than the Internet, right? 

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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YOUTUBE

YouTube your way. Get the official YouTube app for iPhone and iPad.             
Instantly become the DJ, learn Kung Fu and easily share with friends. Catch 
up on your favorite videos and playlists from around the world on the couch, 
in the kitchen or on the go. 
 
Features: 
• Watch a video while searching for the next one 
•  Subscribe to your favorite channels for easy access from the guide 
• Sign-in to access your “watch later” list 
• Search for playlists and use the “play all” button for endless entertainment 
• Share videos via Google+, E-mail, Facebook and Twitter

Subscribe to my channel now: Click HERE 
 
 

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/youtube
https://angelaproffitt.com/youtube
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TIKTOK

Tik Tok (formerly known as musical.ly) is a social media platform for creating, 
sharing and discovering short music videos, think Karaoke for the digital age. 
The app musical.ly was used by young people as an outlet to express       
themselves through singing, dancing, comedy, and lip-syncing.

TikTok is a social network for sharing user-generated videos, mostly of people 
lip-synching to popular songs. Users can create and upload their own videos 
where they lip-synch, sing, dance, or just talk. You can also browse and         
interact with other users' content, which covers a wide range of topics, 
songs, and styles.

Follow me now: Click HERE 
 

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://www.tiktok.com/@angelaproffitt_
https://www.tiktok.com/@angelaproffitt_
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time tools 
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HOURS KEEPER

Hours Keeper is a well designed application that you can use to easily track 
your hours worked and calculate your earnings. 

Hours Keeper allows to record your daily working hours for each client,         
including your overtime and break time. After earnings been calculated, your 
can generate PDF invoices to sent to your clients and track all the billings 
and the payments.

“Easy to use and simple. It’s very useful and is definitely worth every penny. 
Great customer service from developers!” 

“Very well executed app, nice clean interface with tones of useful features.” 

“A great app for those of us that do business on the go. It is packed full of 
great features that really help out. Great job.” Our Hours Keeper is one of the 
best tools to track down all the hours you have worked. Once you use the 
app you will want nothing else to make your hours and earnings tracking  
easier.

Our Hours Keeper is one of the best tools to track down all the hours you 
have worked. Once you use the app you will want nothing else to make your 
hours and earnings tracking easier.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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EVERNOTE

Evernote is the modern workspace that helps you be your most productive.

You’re on the path to something big:

• Evernote is where you do the work to achieve it.

• Write notes of all types, from short lists to lengthy research, and access 
them on any device.

• Collect web articles, handwritten notes, and photos to keep all the details in 
one place. 

• Find your work quickly with Evernote’s powerful search.

• Present your work as it takes shape for better collaboration in meetings. 

New York Times ‘Top 10 Must-Have App’, Winner: TechCrunch Crunchies, 
Mashable Awards and the Webbys.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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QUICKBOOKS

ClearCheckbook is an application that lets you manage your finances di-
rectly from your iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad.  
 
Check out your balances, add transactions, manage your accounts and 
spending categories, view your accounts, reports, budgets, manage              
reminders and recurring transactions and more!  
 
ClearCheckbook integrates with the website ClearCheckbook.com, giving 
you the ability to manage your finances from anywhere you have an internet 
connection.  
 
ClearCheckbook.com is a free website that lets you manage your finances by 
providing tools for budgeting, reporting, balancing your checkbook,            
projecting future balances and more. 
 
Deal Alert: Get a deal with my affiliate code Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/quickbooks
https://angelaproffitt.com/quickbooks
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AMAZON PRIME

FREE Two-Day Shipping on eligible items to addresses in the contiguous U.S. 
and other shipping benefits. For more information, go to Amazon Prime  
Shipping Benefits.

Prime Instant Video: unlimited streaming of movies and TV episodes for paid 
or free trial members in the U.S. and Puerto Rico.

Prime Music: unlimited, ad-free access to hundreds of Prime Playlists and 
more than a million songs for members in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. For more 
information, go to About Prime Music.

Prime Pantry: Access to Prime Pantry, where members can purchase and 
ship to addresses in the contiguous U.S. low priced grocery, household, and 
pet care items for a flat delivery fee of $5.99 for each Prime Pantry box. Prime 
Pantry orders cannot be shipped to addresses in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico.

Deal Alert:  Get a deal with my affiliate code: Click HERE

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT

https://angelaproffitt.com/amazon
https://angelaproffitt.com/amazon
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communication 
tools 
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YOUMAIL  

YouMail Visual Voicemail replaces your iPhone visual voicemail with a         
dramatically better voicemail service that's basically a smart personalized   
assistant for handling the calls you can't or don't want to. 
 
YouMail customizes greetings for your callers, blocks unwanted callers from 
leaving voicemail, lets you store and save messages forever, lets you access 
messages on any device or through e-mail, and can even transcribe            
messages for you (a premium add-on). 
 
YouMail is way more powerful and more fun than your iPhone visual        
voicemail. Due to carrier restrictions, YouMail is only officially supported on 
AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint and is not available to users on prepaid plans.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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GRASSHOPPER

Grasshopper customers can now run their businesses from anywhere with 
the new Grasshopper iPhone app: 
 
• Make calls showing your Grasshopper caller ID 
• Check voicemails, faxes and call history 
• Set up push notifications for missed calls and messages 
• Sign & email faxes and PDFs 
• Easily call extensions on your Grasshopper account 
 
Sound professional and stay connected from anywhere, always, with the 
Grasshopper iPhone app.

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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WHATS APP

WhatsApp Messenger is a smartphone messenger available for iPhone and 
other smartphones. WhatsApp uses your 3G or WiFi (when available) to    
message with friends and family. Switch from SMS to WhatsApp to send and 
receive messages, pictures, audio notes, and video messages.

WhatsApp on iPhone works with virtually all carriers and networks but some 
carrier limitations may apply. If you are on an Apple unsupported wireless  
carrier, double check our FAQ for up to date information on our coverage. 

ANGELAPROFFITT.COM

PRODUCTIVITY CONSULTANT
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MARCO POLO

If we say “Marco,” you may feel the urge to call back “Polo,” and in this case, 
you’d be half right. While Marco Polo is a   call-and-response game enjoyed 
by people around the world, it is also a video messaging app that can help 
you get a little more face time with your loved ones.

Marco Polo has been dubbed a “video walkie-talkie.” The app allows you to 
send short video messages to your friends and family and respond to them, 
and it works in a similar way to Snapchat. So, instead of participating in long 
meetings like you do with Zoom or communicating on a social media  
platform that collects your data, you can enjoy the simple pleasure of       
sending quick selfie clips back and forth. You can only send videos through 
this application, though — not photos.
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LOOM

Loom is a video recording tool that helps you get your message across 
through instantly shareable videos.

With Loom, you can record your camera, microphone, and desktop               
simultaneously. Your video is then instantly available to share through 
Loom's patented technology. 

If you love chrome, get the extension.

It’s all FREE, for now!
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CONFERENCE CALL

This Free Conference Call App provides a quick and easy way for you to host 
or join conference calls without having to remember the dial-in credentials. 

Save all of your free conference call dial-in numbers and access codes using 
this app. Now be on the go and stay connected with your teams, colleagues, 
friends and family using this conferencing App. 

With the Free Conference Call App you can store and create multiple free 
conferencing accounts, distribute invitations and instantly dial into a confer-
ence call.
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eFAX

Free fax app puts the power of a fax machine right on your iPhone or iPad. 
Get a free fax number in just minutes. You can receive a fax for free but you 
must have a free trial or an existing account for our online fax service to send 
faxes. 
- Dedicated Fax Number                                                                                                    
- Distribute to your network and start receiving faxes  
- Online Fax Inbox                                                                                                                
- Access your faxes directly from the eFax app. 
- Forward Documents                                                                                                         
- Easily forward messages as faxes or emails to anyone 
- Fax from iPhone                                                                                                                
- Use files from email, cloud storage, stored locally, or take photos of         
documents and eFax will enhance the images and fax them out - just like a 
mobile fax machine. 
- Electronic Signature                                                                                                         
- Add your signature or text, and eliminate the need to print, sign, and scan 
documents. Sign on screen using just your finger! 
- Cover Sheets                                                                                                                        
- Personalize your faxes and use your eFax or device’s contact list to complete 
them. 
- Print Faxes                                                                                                                           
- Directly from your iPhone or iPhone using AirPrint. 
- Export Faxes                                                                                                                       
- Transfer documents as PDF files to your cloud storage service.
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other tools 
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POINT & MEASURE

Point & Measure turns your iPhone into measuring tape! 

Point your iPhone camera to an object you want to measure and based on 
the height of the camera lens and iPhone tilt  angle Point & Measure will tell 
you distance and height of it. 

Save measurement image in your iPhone gallery or share it with your friends 
on Twitter or Facebook in seconds! 

You may want to watch a video or two on using this app! 
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iHANDY LEVEL

iHandy Level (one of the 5 tools of iHandy Carpenter toolkit) completely       
replaces the large level you may have to carry around in your tool kit.   
 
"Not only are these tools functional, they're also gorgeous, with woodgrain 
and lighting effects that makes them seem straight out of Leonardo da 
Vinci's workshop." - O'Reilly Media, "Best iPhone Apps" 
 
This is definitely the most beautiful and accurate level you can get in hand.

Awesome to use when setting up an event and hanging chandeliers, etc.  
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iWATERMARK

The essential Watermarking App for Professionals, Business and Personal 
Use. Easily, secure and protect your photos with a text, graphic, signature or 
QR watermark. Once added to a photo this visible watermark displays it is 
created and owned by you. Watermarking is increasingly important and is 
like signing your name to an image. A watermark subtly displays, no matter 
where your photo goes, that it's yours. 

Watermarking can also be used to add your email, url, a personal message or 
fun graphics to any photo.

iWatermark, is the only watermarking tool available for all 4 platforms 
iPhone/iPad, Mac and Windows. iWatermark is the most popular                  
professional watermarking tool for photos.
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SPLASH TOP

#1 Remote Desktop App for iPad! Splashtop is the easiest and fastest way to 
access your Mac or Windows PC from your iPad!

Use Splashtop to access your computer on the local network with             
best-in-class video streaming performance. View and edit Microsoft Office 
and PDF files. Browse the web using IE, Chrome, and Firefox with full Flash 
and Java support. Access your entire media library and documents. And 
more!

Use your iPad to access all of the programs and files on your computer with 
100% compatibility, including PowerPoint,    Keynote, Word, Excel, Outlook, 
Quicken, IE, Chrome, Safari, and all other PC/Mac applications.

Use your full desktop browser (IE, Chrome, Firefox) with Flash and Java sup-
port, with all of your bookmarks and your favorite plug-ins.
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GENIUS SCAN
 
Genius Scan is a scanner in your pocket. Quickly scan your documents on 
the go and export them as JPEG or multi-page PDF files. 

Our scanner technology includes smart page detection, perspective            
correction and image enhancement. In addition, Genius Scan offers powerful 
tools to organize and safely export your documents.

- Quickly scan any document anywhere, when you don't have a scanner 

- Avoid buying an expensive scanner that you are never going to use

- Expedite expense reports by quickly creating a PDF with all your receipts

- Get rid of all your paper documents by archiving them to Dropbox
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GOODNOTES

GoodNotes lets you take notes and annotate PDF documents. They will be 
synced to all your iOS devices automatically, thanks to iCloud.  
 
GoodNotes features a state-of-the-art digital ink technology that will look 
great even with future super-high resolution displays. Type with the            
keyboard, insert images, or draw perfect shapes easily; mix between any kind 
of papers or even insert PDF docs inside a notebook; rearrange or delete 
pages as you like. It is very flexible. 
 
Great for saving time, paper, and the environment. Each template is carefully 
designed in vector format. There are lined papers, graph papers, music        
papers, and lots of notebook covers to choose from. Add your own template 
with an image or a PDF file.
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TOUCH DRAW

TouchDraw for iPad is a powerful, yet easy to use, vector 2D drawing and    
diagramming application for iPad.  It has many of the features of desktop   
applications wrapped up in a mobile package. Best of all, it's only a fraction 
of the price of a desktop application. 

TouchDraw for iPad is fully compatible with TouchDraw for Mac and       
TouchDraw for Android and files can be freely exchanged between all three 
versions. TouchDraw differs from a paint program in that objects are always 
managed independently of the drawing they're in.  You can move a figure 
around, change its shape, change its color, group it, without affecting other 
shapes that are around it.
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DISPLAY MAID

Display Maid is an app for keeping your displays tidy and managing your 
workspaces. If you use a laptop with an external monitor you probably know 
how frustrating it is trying to keep apps and windows organized when you 
have to unplug your display. 

Everything gets jumbled up on your main screen and when you plug your 
display back in you have to manually move all of your windows back over to 
your external display. With Display Maid you wont have to worry about it any 
more. 
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WINDOWS TIDY

How many times have you had to keep switching between documents when 
you wished you could just see them all at the same time? For example,    
composing an email whilst referencing information on a spreadsheet and a 
PDF? The process of dragging and resizing these windows manually is very 
fiddly and time consuming. And then when you're done, you've got to move 
them all back! Step in Window Tidy.

Window Tidy lets you quickly and easily arrange your application windows 
on your Desktop onto a customizable grid using nothing but drag and drop! 
When you want to reposition a window, there are no hot-keys to remember 
or menus to click, you simply drag and drop the window onto customizable 
pop-up Layout Icon and it will instantly snap to that layout. It also works 
seamlessly over multiple monitors too! 
 
You can create any number of layouts, each with it's own grid size, so in just a 
few seconds you can take control of your Desktop and get working more    
efficiently. 
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Angela Proffitt is an award-winning 8-figure entrepreneur and CEO of GSD Creative.  She is no 
stranger to the spotlight and is currently the host of the Business Unveiled Podcast.  As a consultant 
with several books as well as an in-demand speaker, Angela has appeared on ABC, CMT, TLC, E! and 
other national networks.  With a degree in psychology and proven expertise in productivity strategies 
that scale your business, her work has been featured in publications such as INC, Success, US Weekly 
& People magazine.  When she is not speaking, writing, or creating content, Angela can be found 
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